


About the exhibition
‘European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’ features 

65 paintings that tell the story of Europe across 500 years and the pivotal role art 

plays in reflecting and reshaping history. 

From Fra Angelico in the early Renaissance of the 1400s to the Impressionist 

Claude Monet in the early 1900s, this historical arc unfolds over three chapters. 

‘Devotion and Renaissance’ explores a time when art was shaped by the 

commissions of the Church. ‘Absolutism and Enlightenment’ takes us through the 

Italian Baroque, Dutch Golden Age, French Rococo and Neoclassical movements. 

Finally, we arrive at ‘Revolution and Art for the People’, in the Modern era, when the 

radical notion of the creatively independent artist took hold.

These paintings remind us that all art, at one point in time, is contemporary, and 

reveals that artists have always turned to the past to find a way through into the 

future.

Marie Denise Villers / France 1774–1821 / Marie Joséphine Charlotte du Val d’Ognes (died 1868) 1801 / Oil on 

canvas / 161.3 x 128.6cm / Mr and Mrs Isaac D Fletcher Collection, Bequest of Isaac D Fletcher, 1917 / 

17.120.204 / Collection: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York



About the exhibition
Devotion and Renaissance

The Renaissance was sparked by the 

rediscovery of the culture and scholarship 

of classical antiquity, including sculpture, 

philosophy, literature, mathematics, 

geometry and the sciences. Underscoring 

this period of ‘rebirth’ in the 14th and 15th 

centuries, however, remained strong 

Christian traditions of devotion and faith.

Absolutism and Enlightenment

The period of the 16th to 18th centuries 

was marked by a constant shift of power 

between the Church, nobility, monarchy 

and state. Artists were valued for their 

ability to provide the wealthy and powerful 

with images that flattered their patrons’ 

love of history, literature, poetry and 

music. By the end of the eighteenth 

century, the spread of Enlightenment 

ideas began to threaten the absolute 

power of monarchies leading to 

revolution.

Revolution and Art for the People 
Painting from the mid-19th century 

onwards tended towards the depiction of 

everyday people and greater freedom of 
painterly expression. Both approaches 

revolutionised art, reflecting the profound 

social upheaval caused by industrialisation, 

the fall of European monarchies and the 

rise of the middle and working classes. 

This new era witnessed a desire to 

represent the power of individual 

experience, as artists turned to examine 

the conditions of modern life.

The Studio

The Studio sets the stage for exploring the 

art, life and history of ‘European 

Masterpieces’. Experience daily 

performances from musicians and 

costumed models, insert yourself into 

artworks through spectacular interactive 

displays, and create your own masterpiece 

with the drawing materials supplied.



The Studio

Costumed models

Costumed models will recreate artworks from the exhibition daily from 1.30 – 3.30pm

Still-life displays

Draw still-life arrangements comprising a mixture of manmade and natural objects featured in artworks in the exhibition 

Music performances

Experience daily performances (11am – 1pm) by musicians from Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University

Multisensory experience

Engage your senses to explore two masterpieces. Feel the surface of the 3-D tactile interpretation and listen to the 

accompanying audio description to explore the narrative and discover key visual elements of each artwork

Digital interactives

Engage with the music of the Renaissance, explore the lives and relationships between artists in the exhibition and learn 

about key symbols through a range of digital interactives

Theatre flats

Insert yourself into selected paintings from the exhibition



Mobile companion site
Explore different perspectives on the artworks in ‘European Masterpieces’ and a range of thematic self-guided tours prepared 

by QAGOMA staff and volunteer guides via the exhibition companion site (metgoma.art).

►Director’s introduction

A welcome to ‘European Masterpieces’ from QAGOMA Director, Chris 
Saines

►An artist’s perspective with Julie Fragar

Hear from artist and Queensland College of Art Program Director Julie 
Fragar about the meaning of paintings

►Colour and pigment

Find out more about colour and pigment with QAGOMA’s Conservation 
and International Art Departments

►Influencers

Explore how some of the great masters of European painting influenced 
not only their contemporaries but inspired artists across the ages

►Famous names

Consider how some of the most well-known artists earned their reputation 
as the great masters of painting

►What makes this a masterpiece?

Reflect on artworks that represent the height of artistic achievement for 
their time

►For the senses

The act of seeing can engage our other senses. Find out more about how 
art is more than just a visual experience

►Every picture tells a story

Consider how artists use visual elements to tell stories, including 
symbolism, gesture and setting

►500 years of everyday life

Share in artists’ ongoing fascination with the nuances of everyday life

►In style

Explore the importance of European fashion across time and how artists 
use their skills to communicate

Bring your own 

devices and 

headphones and 

scan the QR code 

in the exhibition to 

access the mobile 

site.

https://metgoma.art/
https://metgoma.art/tours/an-artists-perspective-with-julie-fragar
https://metgoma.art/tours/colour-and-pigment
https://metgoma.art/tours/influencers
https://metgoma.art/tours/famous-names
https://metgoma.art/tours/what-makes-this-a-masterpiece
https://metgoma.art/tours/for-the-senses
https://metgoma.art/tours/every-picture-tells-a-story
https://metgoma.art/tours/500-years-of-everyday
https://metgoma.art/tours/in-style
https://metgoma.art/tours/directors-welcome-and-exhibition-overview


Mobile companion site
Artworks

Discover more about each artwork, zoom into artwork images and investigate points of interest via the mobile companion site. 

Explore related artworks through tags and dive deeper into the history and culture of Europe through recommended essays from 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art's Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History.

Multisensory engagement

Listening to audio 

descriptions while looking at 

an artwork can help students 

better understand an image 

and supports the 

development of visual 

literacy skills.

Visual detail

Investigating points of 

interest using the hotspots 

function encourages close 

looking. As students notice 

visual detail within the 

artworks, they develop their 

knowledge of visual 

conventions.

Enhanced learning

By accessing information 

about the artworks through 

the mobile companion site, 

students build their ICT 

capabilities. The site 

supports student-led 

inquiries and enhances their 

learning experiences before, 

during and after visits to the 

exhibition.

Audio descriptions, Auslan translations and Closed Captions

The mobile companion site features a range of accessibility features including Auslan translations of audio tours and Closed Captions. 42 artworks are also 

accompanied by audio (verbal) descriptions.

Bring your own 

devices and 

headphones and 

scan the QR code 

in the exhibition to 

access the mobile 

site.



About the resource
What can we learn from these masterpieces of European painting?

This resource offers six thematic approaches to ‘European Masterpieces’. Some themes explore 

artists’ use of visual conventions to convey meaning, while others focus on subject matter. Each 

theme can also be applied to a contemporary context.

The themes focus on selected artworks in the exhibition and prompts for making and responding. 

All of the artworks featured in the resource are linked to the mobile companion website.

Composition Colour Movement
Drapery and 

Texture

Art and 

Religion
Family

Historical understanding 
Students will be able to explore 

the relationships between artists 

within the chronological scope of 

the exhibition, recognising that 

artists often turn to the past as a 

way forward to the future. They 

will build their understanding of 

contemporary art by developing 

their knowledge of historical art 

forms and practices.



About the resource
Before providing any information about the artworks, try using slow looking techniques to 

engage your students with the paintings.

►Looking and Seeing

Look at an artwork quietly for at least 30 seconds.

• In groups, make a list of everything that you notice about a painting. Students’ observations 

can take the form of words, drawings or gestures, even sounds.
• Go around the group and have each person say one thing that they notice about the painting. 

They can’t repeat what someone has already said but they can add to another student's 
comments by providing more detail (e.g. ‘I see clouds’, ‘I see big fluffy clouds’, ‘I see big, fluffy 

white clouds).

►Colour-shape-line

Look at an artwork quietly for at least 30 seconds. Then ask:

• What colours do you see?

• What shapes do you see?

• What lines do you see?

This can be combined with a Think-Pair-Share approach. Students can write down their 

observations in response to these prompts, and then share with a partner, before discussing as 

a larger group.

Slow looking

Slow looking supports critical 

thinking skills. Students better 

understand a painting as well as 

its layers of complexity by 

observing and describing what 

they see.

It provides opportunities for 

active and peer-to-peer learning

as students share their 

observations with each other and 

engage in a dialogue about the 

artwork.



About the resource
From the observations made through slow looking, students can begin to explore meaning and 

interpretation through prompts about story and the focus questions provided with each theme.

Story (Beginning, middle, end)

What do you think is happening in this painting? If a painting captures a moment in time, what 

part of the story are we seeing?

• If this artwork is the beginning of a story, what might happen next?

• If this artwork is the middle of a story, what might happen before? What might be about to

happen?

• If this artwork is the end of a story, what might the story be?

Focus Questions

Most of the primary learning resources for ‘European Masterpieces’ offer a set of focus 

questions. These provide ways of framing student discussions around a particular theme when 

investigating selected artworks, but are intended to be open to allow other works in the exhibition 

to be explored.

Focus questions and themes can also be presented to students before engaging in slow looking 

to keep these ideas in mind when viewing the artworks.

Slow looking

Story

Focus questions



Curriculum links
Through engagement with the artworks in ‘European Masterpieces’, students will:

• become more aware of visual conventions and learn to notice visual detail

• explore how and why artworks are created and ways to use and apply visual conventions, such as line, shape, colour and texture

• develop critical and creative thinking

• explore the art of a different time and place

• learn about the historical, social and cultural contexts of European artists

Representation

Students will explore different 

subject matter including 

portraits, landscapes, still-life, 

genre painting (scenes of daily 

life), as well as religious stories 

and history. They will develop 

an understanding of painting 

as an art form and investigate 

a range of art styles including 

realism and Impressionism.

Practices

Students will use a range of 

processes in making and 

responding including: 

describing, explaining, 

exploring, selecting, 

interpreting, imagining, 

experimenting, creating, 

analysing, observing, 

identifying and connecting.

Viewpoints and Contexts

Students will learn to recognise 

artworks from different times 

and compare artworks made in 

the past compared with those 

made in the present. They will 

also recognise artworks from 

Europe, in terms of both the 

historical and cultural contexts 

in which they were made.



Cover image: Claude Monet / France 1840–1926 / Water Lilies 1916–19 / Oil on canvas / 130.2 x 200.7cm / Gift of Louise Reinhardt Smith, 1983 / 1983.532 / Collection: The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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